Gin
Scotland
Arbikie
£3.60
Using only estate grown potatoes to make the
base spirit this gin embodies elements of the land
and sea.
Kirsty’s Gin Named after the master distiller on the
Arbikie estate, this gin uses only juniper, sea kelp,
Carline thistle and blueberry from the east coast
of Scotland Kirsty’s Gin is best served with Fevertree tonic and lime.
AK’s Gin Named for the father of distillery
founders, Iain, John and David, this gin combines
hints of spicy botanicals and smooth honey to
embody the essence of it’s namesake. Try with
orange.

Eden Mill
£3.70
Made in St. Andrews. This gin has a very clean
and sweet taste. There is spice from the juniper
and green pepper, dry notes in cranberry and sea
buckthorn, and the final mellow flavours of citrus,
lychees and pear. Enjoy garnished with orange or
lemon.

Blackwoods
£3.50
A short batch gin using botanicals from the
Shetlands, as each year’s harvest is determined
by the plants on the islands. It is predominantly
flavoured with juniper, coriander and lime, giving
it lovely light citrusy notes. Enjoy with Fever-tree
Mediterranean tonic.

Edinburgh Seaside Gin
£3.30
Distilled with foraged botanicals such as scurvy
grass, ground ivy and bladderwrack, spiced with
grains of paradise coriander and cardamom.
Seaside started life as a limited edition, it is now a
star of the permanent range. Best served with lime
and elderflower tonic.

The Botanist
£3.80
As the name suggests this is a floral and
herbaceous gin. It is made with 31 botanicals, 22
of which are native to the Isle of Islay where this is
made. These include gorse flowers, Hawthorne
flowers, red clover and water mint. Best served
with tonic and lemon.

Hendrick’s
£3.60
With its distinctive apothecary style bottle,
Hendrick’s originates from Girvan, Ayrshire. It uses
rose petals and cucumber alongside the
traditional botanicals creating a very refreshing
gin. Best served with cucumber and Fever-tree
tonic.

Caoruun
£3.70
From Speyside Caoruun is made with pure grain
spirit. It is lighter on the juniper, and has a
sweetness, warmth and fruity flavour, from the five
botanicals of rowan berries, heather, dandelion,
bog myrtle and coul blush apples. Best served
with tonic and a slice of apple.

Pickering’s
£3.50
Distilled in Summerhall, Edinburgh, from a recipe
found on a fragment of paper from 1947. This bold
and refreshing gin gives flavours of citrus and
juniper before giving way to warming cardamom,
coriander and clove. Best served with tonic and
pink grapefruit

Daffy’s
£3.80
Distilled in Edinburgh this is a fresh tasting gin uses
the classic flavours of juniper and coriander seeds
with the complexity of Lebanese mint and rare
variety lemons. Enjoy with tonic and a generous
squeeze of fresh lime.

Rock Rose
£3.50
Made in Caithness, this floral, citrusy and fruity gin
uses 18 botanicals including juniper from Italy and
Bulgaria along with five locals, including sea
buckthorn, rowan berries and rose root. Best
served with a slice of orange and a Fever-tree
tonic.

Edinburgh Gin
£3.30
This award winning gin is distilled in the shadow of
the castle. With a deliciously creamy flavour from
its eight different botanicals including milk thistle,
heather and pine, enjoy it with a slice of orange
and Fever-tree tonic.

Shetland Reel Ocean Sent
From Shetland’s only distillery this gin is inspired by
the islands themselves and Ocean Sent uses
Bladderwrark nutricious seaweed gathered from
the rocks of the Shetland coastline.

world. Best served with the traditional lime and
tonic of your choice.

~Ask your server about guest gins

World gins
Aviation
£3.70
From America, this rye Gin is batch distilled in the
Dutch style. Flavoured with notes of lavender,
sarsaparilla, and cardamom, with a spicy
backbone to finish. This gin is best garnished with
orange or lemon.
Bombay Sapphire
£3.40
Flavoured with botanicals from Tuscany, Italian
orris, cassia bark, Spanish almonds and West
African grains, Bombay’s name derives from the
time of the British Raj in India. Best served with lime
and tonic.
Bullards Norwich Dry Gin
£3.60
This award winning Gin uses the exotic Tonka
bean to give it a lovely nutty, sweet spice vanilla
flavour. Delicious enough to be drunk straight or
on ice but equally lovely with a slice of orange
and a fever tree tonic.
Bullards Strawberry and black pepper gin
£3.60
For those who love strawberry season and feel it
should last all year, this is a good way to enjoy gin
and that summer flavour.
Copperhead
£3.90
A Belgian gin, made with a selection of five
botanicals including; orange peel, angelica and
coriander.
Allegedly
named
after
Mr
Copperhead, an alchemist who was searching for
the elixir of life who, along the way, produced the
recipe for this refreshing gin! Best served with a
slice of orange.
Gordons
£2.65
Conceived by a Scotsman in 1769 and brewed in
London, this is one of the most iconic gins in the

Elephant Dry Gin
£3.80
Help the elephants whilst enjoying a drink.
Distilled in Germany with fourteen botanicals that
include some fascinating African ingredients
including; baobab, the buchu plant, devil’s claw
and African wormwood. Best garnished with a
slice of apple.
Gin Mare
£3.70
A fabulous Spanish gin inspired by Mediterranean
flavours. It is produced in a converted chapel in
the small town of Villanova. Using botanicals that
include arbequina olives, thyme, basil and
mandarin, it is modern, herbaceous and a touch
savoury. Best garnished with rosemary.
Martin Miller
£3.40
Using the purest Icelandic water this is a very
summery gin. Crafted with juniper, coriander,
angelica root, orris root cassia bark cinnamon and
orange peel, it has a clean smooth citrusy and
spicy flavour. Best served with Elderflower tonic.
Larios
£3.30
A Spanish gin made with 12 botanicals that are
distilled five times, including juniper, nutmeg,
angelica root, orange peel, lime and orange
blossom. Larios gives a dry finish with a delicate
floral aroma. Best served with orange and tonic.
Tanqueray
£3.60
A very popular gin. One of the top 10 selling gins
in the world. It is made with only four botanicals
but the recipe is a very closely guarded secret. A
classic which is best garnished with lime or
orange.

